February 2020
Code Revision Workgroup

Workgroup members:
- Jo Anne Norton, Chair
- Andrea Schwartz
- Andy Loomis
- Sandra Muller

Mission: Review of Ordinance 2019107-025 with regard to public safety and animal welfare

Update:

Since the January 13th meeting, Jo Anne Norton met/communicated with the following people to hear concerns and/or suggestions:

- Brenda Collier
- Jean Hubrath
- Don Bland
- Members of the Workgroup

Additionally, Jo Anne reviewed meeting minutes/recordings/transcripts regarding this issue to ensure any additional items were addressed.

Possible Action:

None at this time.

Research has been taking place on items discussed with the parties above. The plan moving forward is:
- The workgroup will finalize their recommended changes
- The changes will be presented to Don Bland, AAC, for discussion with AAC management and the workgroup
- Recommendations will be finalized and presented at the April 13, 2020 meeting